Why All-Gender Restrooms?

● All-Gender restrooms take the pressure off of gender nonconforming students (both trans and cisgender) to “use the right one”.

● All-Gender restrooms relieve traditionally gendered restroom issues (such as long lines, unequal inconvenient placement, etc.)

● All-Gender restrooms accommodate those who need the help of another person to use the restroom for any reason.

In this restroom, you won’t...

● Be harassed (or do any harassing!)

● See anything you don’t want to see (or look!)

● See a price tag (this restroom requires no special maintenance other than a sign change!)

Questions For Thought:

● Is your bathroom at home only open for one gender to use?

● Would you prioritize the comfort of a cisgender person over the safety of a transgender person?

To report a bias incident, go to http://sites.allegheny.edu/ciass/bias/